Form Loves
Function
Form loves function
You know, who’s too loved…

FLF
Sullivan’s triple F (form follows function) is anachronistic.
It remains the golden era nostalgia.
Nowadays, Form is left alone and Function thinks to be able
to do everything alone.
The little known truth is that form and function are the
same.

Davide Marchetto
Name and Surname
Place of birth
Date of birth
Adress
Cell
Skype
E-mail
Web

Davide Marchetto
Venice, Italy
20th june 1981
30030 Martellago (VE)
157 via Castellana
(+39) 348 260 3646
davide.mavqetto
da.marchetto@gmail.com
www.urbietorbi.it
www.folove.it

Work experiences

Last work

Actions

Project guidelines

Achievements

The recent work experiences are the
steam generators’s design at
Novaltec Group.

Each project’s phase has been
developed and attended in detail:

More than 400 national competitors in
this sector, nearly all retailers in a
flattened market.

The purpose is two-fold:
- Differentiate themselves from competitors
- Create the new professional field.

The products can be seen on the
company website
www.novaltecgroup.com.

- Hand sketches
- Style prototype
- Working prototype
- Mold making
- Engineering
- Start production

Until 2003, steam generators’s market
was divided into two parts: domestic and
industrial.
The domestic sector was represented
by “Vaporelle”.
The industrial sector by inox’s boxes.

Bodywork the product looking like the
automotive design give recognizability
to the products.
Effective action: customers nowadays
cite the company as “those of the
yellow machines”.

Communication

I&C

Calendar for the
retirement home Luigi
Mariutto
in Mirano (VE)
The calendar is a component of
corporate identity that has a very
advantageous cost-contact relationship.
The message is conveyed for a time
frame unattainable than any other
corporate image production.

The illustrations represent the
characteristics of each month.
Inside every illustration you can find the
portraits of members of the retirement
home.
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Advertising e photography

“La classe non è acqua,
ma vapore”

Mood board, Starting idea, graphic
design, photography still life and also
create effective headline and payoff.

“La classe non è acqua”
is an italian idiom for “Style will out”.
The literal translation is “Class isn’t
water” and it means that being
classy isn't easy.
Adding “but steam”, we made the perfect
headline referring to steam-generator’s
company.
One of R&D activity is the design and
implementation of advertising campaigns
Novaltec.
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Corporate Identity

Visual identity for eclectic
craft productions.
Aa. Aa.
* Details needed a brand that
represents the eclectic nature of its
productions. We have chosen to create a
dialogue between 4 heterogeneous
elements:
1: Classic, lettering (Garamond);
2: Vintage, the sixties graphical cage
(polka dots);

3: Institutional, the initial double letter
means the plural in acronyms;
4: The different height of the letters is a
feature that runs through many eras and
many artistic movements:
Art Nouveau
Roman lapidary aphabet
Leonardo Sonnoli recently used it in the
Friuli-Venezia Giulia region C.I.
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_____
software fotoritocco:
photoshop

re fotoritocco:
hop

_____
software fotoritocco:
photoshop

I&C

Graphic projects
Miscellanea
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I&C

Graphic projects
Miscellanea
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formato A5, metà di un A4.
di solito i volantini hanno questo formato.
Stampare su un A4 ,
selezionare “nessun adattamento” sulle impostazioni di stampa

Trattiamo ogni tipo di veicolo

MOTO

CONTATTI:

AUTO

Mario Rossi

FURGONI

CAMPER

123 456 7890

CAMION

mario@yahoo.it
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S.T.I.A. corporate
Identity
abcdefgh

Coordinated image of S.T.I.A. srl, a
company that manufactures and sells
bottling plants.

chiuditrici cartoni - box closers
These machines are completely automatic,
ideal for the low, medium and high
productions. This is a special machine
studied to optimise the space within lines
having small or medium production
capacity. It includes, in one monobloc, the 3
phases of: cardboard box forming - bottles
insertion - cardboard box closing by hotmelt glue or self-adhesive tape.

| S.T.I.A. | Servizi Tecnici Industriali Avanzati - s.r.l. | Via Spallanzani 6/1, 30036 Santa Maria di Sala (VE) | Tel. (+39) 041/487772 | Fax (+39) 041/5769245 | www.stiatrade.it | P.IVA 0344 7080 270 |

abcdefgh
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Corporate identity

Restyling logo

Comarò is a bar well-known in
Castelfranco Veneto.
As the bar, even the logo has high
recognition, accumulated value over the
5 years of activity inside the old city
walls.
Typographer perfectly guessed the
mood, with a light, fresh and friendly
lettering like the atmosphere at Comarò.
This type of bar needs a phisiological
manegement's change every 5 years in
in order to not become a granted place.
Usually the renewal of management
matches a new logo.
However it would be a shame to lose
such a great value of recognizability.
It was necessary in any case to
emphasize the novelty.
The solution was suggested by the
social network logos. Many had in
common the comic balloon.
At that time there was a massive use of
comics in the logo of what would
become important social networks:
WeChat, WhatsApp and Messenger in
order to meaning
“easy communication”.
In local slang Comarò means chat,
so rightly has used the symbol par
excellence, the comic balloon.
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Corporate identity

Comarò advertising
and logo restiling

The decision to include the historic
Comarò logo inside of a comic balloon
goes beyond the “zeitgeist” which saw a
flowering of logos of social networks
dedicated to the “easy” communication
as WeChat, Messenger and WhatsApp.

The real reason is far more original and
planned to use the added value and
immaterial constituted by recognition
and sympathy of the two new owners for
all corporate communications.
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Graphic

Resumè

Portfolio for admission to IUAV clasDIP Master degree in Industrial Product
Design.
The starting theme is the template of
the white/green bi-color card in use on
dot matrix printer.
Subsequent processing changes create
variations from starting template
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Communication

Poster
C.I. for a concert

Corporate identity for a concert.
This photo sums up the values of
amateur youth music:
Pioneering: Rewind and fast forward by
pen for handy battery saving of the
Walkman;
User friendly: tape is easy to record
in the rehearsal room;
Skirted the law: easy registration, easy
illegal duplication;
Analogic: it means sketchy, dirty sound,
Grunge.
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Corporate identity

Logo and communication
for cooperative “La Rete”

Some Proposals for the cooperative's
new logo.
The word “Rete” means “network” and
has historically negative connotation,
linked to the division, separation,
imprisonment.
The web has redeemed the word giving
it the opposite meaning of sharing
something with eachothers.
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Education and training

Iuav, fDA, clasDIP

Lux-Music
Training for guitar

Electromechanical and
automation design
Prof. Umberto Isoli
and Alessandro Zucchelli

“Glove” of electroluminescent sheets
applied to the first seven keys on the
keyboard.
User sets the song to play and the
software illuminates areas where to put
fingers to create the music chord.

O-Led technology
Bright score on the keyboard
Electronic aids for guitar lessons

Errors and advice are marked by the
display of the control stick and the
speaker beep.
The simple and intuitive cloque is the
user interface. It allows you to choose
the type of lesson, the difficulty, etc.
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Iuav, fDA, clasDIP

Dishwasher for one

Electronic devices laboratory
Prof. Bruce Fifield and Olga Barmine
Appliances: brainstorming on new
design possibilities.
Focus on a standard size home
appliance.

Finding a niche market.
checking out the absence of a similiar
product.
Dishwasher for singles:
downsizing of the washing compartment
for a covered only.
Optimization technology.
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Iuav, fDA, claDIS

Lamp and punch stationary

Industrial Design laboratory
Prof. Oliver Haas and Angelo Micheli
These are the first projects
at university's design department.
Structuralist lamp

Bucosa, punch stationary

A metal plaque for the base gives
stability and integrates the unusual
shape switch.

Bucosa is the confidential name that
some employees give to a particular
stationery device, the drilling machine or
punch stationary.

The double electric copper cable
characterized the main body.
Electric cable’s rigidity supports the light
source.
The diffuser can be directed by two
tracks. They allow the orientation of the
light by sliding and rotating the bulb
holder.

There are endless types from the
simplest to the most complex.
This project aims to give an original
image to the basic version.
Lever points are in tubular metal with
square section.
base rises up by angular folds.
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Iuav, fDA, claDIS

Monitor
15" and 17"

3rd Industrial Design course

Two fundamental objectives on this
project:

Prof. Michele De Lucchi
Mathematical model for a monitor.

- Possibility to accommodate different
hardware components
(monitor 15" or 17");
- Optimal solution for mechanical
support and height adjustment.
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Contest

Sardinian granite street
furniture
Mining companies and the municipality
of Buddusò started a promotion
campaign of the Sardinian granite, which
is extracted from local quarries.
sculpture workshops and design
competitions were organized.
The project won ex aequo the 1st prize
on the urban design theme.

The basic module is:
area's delimiter
Avoiding the classic standard delimiter
represented by a cilinder more or less
“molded”.
Right angles give an appearance of
severity.
The delimiter is formed by 2 granite
slabs of 60 mm thickness grafted
perpendicularly.
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Contest

Sardinian granite street
furniture
Area’s delimiter

Public outdoor seat

The delimiter have a suitable shape.

A metal beam with rectangular section
connects two delimiters and on this are
placed the granite wedges that
represent the seat.

Inside there are the metallic inserts that
make the delimiter the basic module to
update by other components to perform
other functions.

Hidden metal plates allow proper
placement.

Inspiration:
Angelo Mangiarotti
projects on the possibilities of
interlocking marble;

A variant of the project provides for the
backrest, fixed to the metallic supports
which allow a slight excursion at the
moment when the user leans

Carlo Scarpa.
marble steel master who joins.

(Contrary to the traditional static
granite).
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Design

Chemical toilet
for the outskirts of Dakar

IUAV fDA clasDIP
Design workshop for local development
models
Prof. Gaddo Morpurgo

A Sink and toilet now

B Optimization

C Platform tub wastewater

D Toilet bowl

E Double platform tub wastewater

F

Wall-tank + integrated sink

G Tank clean water

H

Frame supporting for walls
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Retail

Retail design

Bar
Furniture for a bar open all day long

“bar is always open”

Light wood and pastel green make the
intimate atmosphere and put at ease.

is supported by a furniture for all hours
of the day.

Pallets, construction lamps and
galvanized pipes are inspired to
industrial archeology.

The furniture must take care of
heterogenous customers.

The mix can combine balance and
originality.
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Corporate identity

Communication for Orange

Design and implementation of the
corporate identity Orange shop,
electronic cigarettes dealer and seller.
Logo
C.I. design
Stationary set
Advertising
Shop retail

Orange is a brand positioned in the
medium-high range.
In order to be different from competitors
we based the visual communication on:
Quality materials
High-end product
High recognizability
C.I. impact
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Thesis

Thesis project

Flower shop
Retail design

The Project’s challenge was a
flower shop design using a
completely different approach, using
uncommon materials and an
alternative mood.
Usually the flower shops resemble
beautiful aristocratic salons.
However the product is not exalted
against the background.
Flower’s freshness, elegance and
chromaticity are not magnified.
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Flower shop

Flowers graft

Research
Analysis of goods for sale
4 types:
- Cut flowers
- Potted flowers
- Flowers graft
- accessories
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Flower shop

Potted flowers
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Flower shop

Cut flowers

Starting point project:
Efficiency: maximum use of
verticality.
Modularity: everything is
designed from 60x60 cm
base.
Cost-effectiveness: ready
made materials: concrete
block, metal pipes, wooden
planks.
Recognizability by contrast:
rough surface treatments VS
delicacy of flowers.
Culture: concrete, iron and
wood are the Carlo Scarpa
design materials.
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Flower shop

Accessories

Project
Each exhibitor is designed
according to the scheme:
- Stone base
- Weathering steel supporting
rods
- Shelf / Product Support
All in order to dematerialize the
exhibitor and putting the flower
as the main character.
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Manual skills

Manual skills

Lamp Packaging
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Manual skills

Workshop
Digital palette tools VS Analogic palette tools

Samples and prototypes handmade in
the workshop with common benchtop
tools.
There is a phase of the project in which
you have to leave the software digital
tools palette and go to the workshop to
use the benchtop tool (“analog palette”).
In this case it was necessary to identify
the best of 3 different belt tensioner
lever solutions.
After the analysis of the digital model
the three solutions are equal.
Realizing the 3 prototypes it was
possible to identify the best.
Below: the customer needed to separate
the device and command interface. It
was decided to create a standard cables
and plugs system.
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Ready made

Bangle

Bracelet made with electrical connectors
instead of the classic pearls.
Connectors are used only for bright
colors and modularity.
For the industrial use the careful design
of all detail and the tight tolerances have
an important function.

All become superfluous here in this
creative and rebellious act almost
Dadaist.
Aa. Aa. is an acronym for “Applied Arts”,
*Details’s brand of jewelry using
uncommon materials.
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Manual skills

Texture

Graphic Experiment
Psychological Collage

Or maybe you can gather all these
scrapbooks signs.

The university, years of doodles on
notes, books, photocopies...

And collect them, knowing that
nothing will ever be the same again...

after the bachelor degree you can both
store somewhere or throw away this huge
amount of papers scattered throughout
the house.
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Arts and crafts

Illustrations for bottling
plants
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Before Facebook

